Riverview CofE Primary and Nursery School
Computing Curriculum Overview
Early Learning Goals linked to computing
Understanding the World
Technology: children recognise that a range of technology is used in places such as homes and schools. They select and use technology for particular purposes.
Key Stage 1 NC objectives

Key Stage 2 NC objectives

Pupils should be taught to:
 understand what algorithms are; how they are implemented as
programs on digital devices; and that programs execute by following
precise and unambiguous instructions
 create and debug simple programs
 use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of simple programs
 use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, manipulate and
retrieve digital content
 recognise common uses of information technology beyond school
 use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal information
private; identify where to go for help and support when they have
concerns about content or contact on the internet or other online
technologies.

Pupils should be taught to:
 design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals,
including controlling or simulating physical systems; solve problems by
decomposing them into smaller parts
 use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work with
variables and various forms of input and output
 use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms work and
to detect and correct errors in algorithms and programs
 understand computer networks including the internet; how they can
provide multiple services, such as the world wide web; and the
opportunities they offer for communication and collaboration
 use search technologies effectively, appreciate how results are selected
and ranked, and be discerning in evaluating digital content
 select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet
services) on a range of digital devices to design and create a range of
programs, systems and content that accomplish given goals, including
collecting, analysing, evaluating and presenting data and information
 use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly; recognise
acceptable/unacceptable behaviour; identify a range of ways to report
concerns about content and contact.

At Riverview, the computing curriculum has been split into 5 key areas:
 Computers and networks
 Multimedia
 Handling data
 Programming/coding
 Online safety
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Online Safety will be taught through online safety days each half term so that knowledge and skills are reviewed and updated regularly rather than in
one unit. All other units will be covered in the following terms:
Autumn

Spring

Summer

Computers and networks

Programming/coding

Handling data

Multimedia

Multimedia

Programming/coding

Online safety day 1
Managing online information

Online safety day 1
Safer Internet Day

Online safety day 1
Health, wellbeing and lifestyle
Self-image and Identity

Online safety day 2
Privacy and security
Copyright and ownership

Online safety day 2
Online relationships
Online reputation

Online safety day 2
To be planned by class teacher – address issues
which have come into the class or revisit topics chn
need.

Computers, internet and networks
Year
group

Skills

Knowledge

EYFS


Use different digital devices (camera, microphone,
phone, music player)

Recognise:

a range of digital devices


Use a mouse, touchscreen or appropriate access
device to target and select options on screen


the basic parts of a computer, e.g. mouse, screen,
keyboard


Add text to a document using the keyboard
(where appropriate)


key parts of a keyboard, e.g. spacebar, numbers and
letters

hardware/software
used
tablets, cameras,
microphones, laptops


Understand that information and media can be stored
on a digital device, e.g. they ask to view a photo that has been
taken on a tablet
Begin to:
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Year 1


Use a simple password when logging on, where
relevant

Recognise and use a range of input devices with
some support, e.g. mouse, keyboard, microphone,
touchscreen

use websites to find information (with some
support)



recognise how technology is used in different jobs e.g.
walkie talkies, phones, computers



know how technology helps us with our learning



Name a range of digital devices

tablets, microphones,
cameras, laptop


Explain what the basic parts of a computer are used
for, e.g. mouse, screen, keyboard

begin to identify some of the benefits of using
technology

Understand that you can find information from a
website

recognise the ways we use technology in our
classroom

recognise the ways that technology is used in my
home and community

Year 2


Log on to the school network using their
username and password


Recognise and independently use a range of input
devices, e.g. mouse, keyboard, microphone, touchscreen


Understand that you can share digital content

Understand that all devices, programs, websites, apps
and games are designed and manufactured by real people to
fulfil specific tasks


Recognise and use a range of output devices, e.g.
printer, speakers, monitor/screen


Understand that you can use a search engine to find
information using keyword searches





Open and save a files


Recognise that a range of devices contain computers,
e.g. washing machine, car, laptop

laptop, tablets,
microphone, camera

Know where and how to save and open work
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Year 3



use websites to find information



Open and save a file to a suitable folder


Use right-click, left-click and double-click
appropriately on a mouse

Know how to copy text and images into another
document


Remember an individual password



use different websites to find out information


Understand that school computers are connected (if
relevant)

laptop, tablet,


understand that the internet is a network of
computers that spreads all over the world


know that websites are written for different purposes


understands that a search engine is a piece of
software that is designed to search for information on the
World Wide Web


Use a search engine to find information using
keyword searches
Year 4



Use suitable file names when saving work





Delete, move and copy files


talk about some of the pieces of hardware that can be
used to create a computer network


Use shortcuts to cut, copy and paste between
documents


find relevant and useful information on a given
website


give some facts about some services available on the
internet e.g. blog services, websites, email, cloud-based
software

know that different search engines will find different
websites and list them in a different order because they use
different search algorithms


Create and use a strong password where
appropriate


explain the purpose of some services available on the
internet



Year 5

Understand you can organise files using folders



Use a search engine to find specific information

Organise files effectively using folders



laptop, tablet

laptop, tablet

know how a search engine works
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Save learning onto a USB stick


search using multiple search criteria to make my
web search more effective

evaluate digital content to decide whether it
provides me with useful information
Year 6



Organise files effectively using folders


identify advantages and disadvantages of using
the internet to communicate, collaborate and create and
save digital outcomes

search effectively to find appropriate and useful
digital content for my purpose


Understand that different devices can have different
operating systems, and can give examples, e.g. Windows, iOS,
Android0.6

laptop, tablet


Understand the main functions of an operating
system

Recognise common file types and extensions (e.g .pdf
.doc .jpeg .mp4 .ppt)


use a range of internet services confidently and
effectively to communicate and collaborate with other
people

Programming/Coding
Year
group
EYFS

Skills
 follow simple instructions

Knowledge
 understand cause and effect e.g. the result of giving an
instruction

hardware/software
used
remote control toys,
beebots

 give simple instructions
 press the correct buttons on a device/beebot to make it
move forwards and backwards
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Year 1

 give instructions to my friend and follow their
instructions to move around
 describe what happens when I press buttons on a
beebot/device

Understand and use the terms: control, instructions,
predict, order


beebots, beebot
software

Understand that we control computers by giving them
instructions

 press the buttons in the correct order to make a
beebot/device do what I want
 predict what will happen for a short sequence of
instructions
 use software/apps to create movement and patterns on
a screen
 spot mistakes in an algorithm
Year 2

 give instructions to a peer (forwards, backwards, turn,
etc.) and physically follow their instructions

Understand and use the terms: control, predict, order,
algorithm, debug,

 program a device (beebot/probot) to do a particular
task

 Understand that computers have no intelligence and we
have to program them to do things

 look at an algorithm and explain what will happen

 Understand that the order of instructions in an algorithm is
important

 Debug an error in a simple algorithm or program e.g.
for a floor robot

beebots/beebot
software/
probots/scratch junior

 Understand that instructions in an algorithm need to be
clear and unambiguous

 use an on-screen program (Scratch Jr) to make objects
move or complete a specific task
Year 3

 Recognise and debug errors in code

Understand and use the terms: algorithm, predict, order,
debug, repeat, sequence,

probots/probot
software/scratch
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 program a device (or use an on-screen program) to
complete a given task

 know how to login into Scratch, access theirs and others
work and how to connect coding blocks

 Use repetition to make programs more efficient and
simplify them

 Know how to navigate Scratch and begin to recognise
where to find coding blocks based on categories
 Use and understand diagrams to represent an algorithm,
e.g. a flowchart

Year 4

 Simplify a program by accurately using repeat, If then,
and forever loops

Understand and use the terms: algorithm, predict, order,
debug, repeat, sequence, inputs, outputs

 Recognise and debug errors in code



probots/probot
software/scratch

Understand that we can decompose a problem into
smaller steps to make it simpler

 Create a program using inputs to control what happens
 Know where to find different coding blocks and access
these quickly

Year 5

 Predict what will happen in a program or algorithm (e.g.
change of output) when the input changes (e.g. sensor,
data or event)
 use a variable within my coding (e.g. scoreboards)
 Use two-way selection, i.e. if… then… else…
 use logical reasoning to detect and debug mistakes in a
problem

Understand and use the terms: algorithm, predict, order,
debug, repeat, sequence, inputs, outputs, variables, logical

scratch/Go control
(microbits)

 know how to decompose a problem into smaller parts to
aid writing a program
 Understand that different solutions exist for the same
problem
 Understand different variables in a code (e.g. timers,
scoreboards)

 use logical thinking, imagination and creativity to create
a program
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Year 6

 decompose a problem into smaller steps
 Create simple variables, e.g. to keep score or remove
lives in a game

Understand and use the terms: algorithm, predict, order,
debug, repeat, sequence, inputs, outputs, decompose,
sensors

scratch/ Go control
(microbits)

 understand and explain each of the steps in my algorithm
 Combine a variable with relational operators (< = >) to
determine when a program changes, e.g. if score > 5, say
“well done”)

 recognise when a variable would be appropriate to achieve
a desired output

 Design a physical computing system that uses sensors,
e.g. using a flow chart

 evaluate the effectiveness of efficiency of my algorithm
while I continually test the programming of that algorithm

 use different inputs to control a device or onscreen
action and predict what might happen use logical
reasoning to detect and correct errors in algorithms and
programs

 Understand the difference between and use if… then… and
if… then… else... statements

Multimedia – text, sounds, images
Dance mat - https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zf2f9j6/articles/z3c6tfr
Year
group
EYFS

Skills

Knowledge

 Use technology to explore and access digital content

 Understand how to use a keyboard to type

 Operate a digital device with support to fulfil a task

 Understand how technology is used in real life to
create pictures, writing and sounds.

hardware/software
used

 Create simple digital content, e.g. digital art
 Choose a digital device from a selection to complete a
specific task
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Year 1

 Select media (e.g. images, video, sound) to present
information on a topic
 Select basic options to change the appearance of digital
content – colour, size,

 Understand how to type and the function of
following keys on a keyboard: space, backspace,
enter

Word, paint

 know how to save information and that it is stored
on the computer.

 be creative with different technology tools.
 Combine media with support to present information, e.g.
text and images

 Understand that you can edit and change digital
content

 use the keyboard or a word bank on a device to enter text.
Year 2

 Plan out digital content
 Present ideas and information by combining media
independently – pictures, text, clipart, shapes, sounds
 edit digital content to achieve a specific effect

Year 3

 Understand the function of following keys on a
keyboard: space, backspace, enter, delete, shift
(to type capital letters and symbols ? ! )
 Understand how to use the mouse to type on
different places on the page

 make improvements to my learning
Font – bold, underline, size, colour, style
Insert shapes, pictures/clipart
PPT – animations, slide transitions

 Understand and talk about what makes digital
content good or bad

 Apply knowledge of keyboard functions to their work.

 Understand the function of following keys on a
keyboard: space, backspace, enter, delete, shift (to
type capital letters and symbols ? ! ), arrow keys
(to navigate text), home, end

 Type using both hands

Word, PowerPoint, paint

Word, PowerPoint,
Publisher, photo editing
software

 Evaluate existing and their own digital content
 Design and create digital content for a specific purpose

 Begin to understand the importance of making
choices for the audience of a piece of work

Layout – portrait, landscape
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Font – highlight, align (left, right, centre) bullet points
Insert text box – fill and line colour, shapes – fill and line
colour
Year 4

 Apply knowledge of keyboard functions to their work.
 Type using all fingers – both hands
 Collect, organise and present information effectively using
a range of media

 Understand the function of following keys on a
keyboard: space, backspace, enter, delete, shift (to
type capital letters and symbols ? ! ), arrow keys (to
navigate text), home, end, print screen, shortcuts:
copy – Ctrl + C paste – Ctrl + V


Beginning to understand copyright laws understand how to check who owns photos, text
or clip art.



Understand how to create a hyperlink



Understand how choices need to be made for a
specific audience and purpose of a piece of work.

 Use a range of tools to edit and enhance media for a
particular effect
 Edit existing media to make new content with an
awareness of copyright
 Edit digital content to improve it according to feedback
 Confidently use a keyboard and make use of spell
checking

Word, PowerPoint,
Publisher, Excel, photo
editing software

 Know how to use tool bars in a range of programs.

Layout - margins
Insert table – fill and line colour, hyperlinks
Insert shapes – fill, order and group
Insert sound, images, videos
PPT – animations, slide transitions
Year 5

 Apply knowledge of keyboard functions to their work.
 Use the keyboard confidently (with two hands) to type at a
suitable pace

 Understand the function of following keys on a
keyboard: space, backspace, enter, delete, shift (to
type capital letters and symbols ? ! ), arrow keys (to
navigate text), home, end, print screen, shortcuts:
copy – Ctrl + C paste – Ctrl + V, cut – Ctrl + X,
select all – Ctrl + A

Word, PowerPoint,
Publisher, Excel, audacity,
photo editing software,
movie software
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 use appropriate hardware and software to fulfil a specific
task
 select, use and combine the appropriate tools to create
impactful work
 Recognise the audience when designing and creating
digital content
 Include hyperlinks in my learning where appropriate

Year 6



Identify different software and understand what
these program are used for



Understand how to import media across into and
across applications.

 Understand the benefits of using technology to
collaborate with others

Wrap text
View options – 100%, whole page, fit width
Format painter
Insert header and footer
Insert symbols
PPT – transition timings

 Understand copyright laws and what they need to
do to abide by them

 Use the keyboard (with two hands) confidently to type at a
suitable pace

 talk about audience, atmosphere and structure
when planning a particular outcome

 Apply a wide range of work processing skills and use
keyboard functions independently

Word, PowerPoint,
Publisher, Excel, audacity,
photo editing software,
movie software

 Choose and use appropriate hardware and software to
fulfil a specific task
 choose , use and combine a wide range of media to
complete a task
 Identify success criteria for creating digital content for a
given purpose and audience
 Evaluate their own content against success criteria and
make improvements accordingly
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Handling Data
https://www.stem.org.uk/system/files/elibrary-resources/2016/11/DatabasesUnplugged-Version2.pdf
Year
group
EYFS

Year 1

Year 2

Skills


Sort familiar objects into 1 or more categories



Answer basic questions about information displayed in
images, e.g. more or less



Collect simple data (e.g. likes/dislikes) on a topic




Knowledge


Understand differences between different data: text,
image, video and audio content

sort different kinds of information.



Recognise charts, tables or branching databases and
understand why we use them

add information to a pictograph and talk about what I have
found out.



Explain information shown in a simple chart,
pictogram



make and save a chart or graph using the data I collect.





talk about the data that is shown in my chart or graph.

know about the different ways I use technology to
collect information, including a camera, microscope or
sound recorder.



With support - Create a branching database



start to understand a branching database.



Find an error in a branching database.



tell you what kind of information I could use to help
me investigate a question



Answer questions using my data

hardware/software
used

https://www.topmar
ks.co.uk/Interactive.a
spx?cat=18

http://codeit.co.uk/databases2/
https://www.topmar
ks.co.uk/Interactive.a
spx?cat=18
Twinkl – branching
databases
http://www.cleo.net.
uk/resources/display
frame.php?src=841/
/files/Bird_Box/branc
hdb.html
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Year 3



Search ready-made databases to answer questions



Add data to a database



Independently create a branching database



Know when databases are useful and give suggestions
as to how else they could be used.

Examples of databases in real life
 Mobile phone address book
 School student database
 YouTube
 Library database of books
 Sky TV programme planner
 Netflix database of films
 Email contact list

https://www.bbc.co.
uk/bitesize/topics/zf
2f9j6/articles/z8yk87
h
https://www.topmar
ks.co.uk/Interactive.a
spx?cat=18
https://www.mathsis
fun.com/data/datagraph.php
Excel

Year 4



Organise data in different ways – table, graphs



Plan, create and search a database to answer a question.
(Design a questionnaire and collect a range of data on a
theme)



Recognise inaccuracies in data



Manipulate data to display meaningful results. E.g. how to
create graphs

I know how to accurately input data into a database and
why this is useful.
Examples of databases in real life
 Mobile phone address book
 School student database
 YouTube
 Library database of books
 Sky TV programme planner
 Netflix database of films
 Email contact list

https://www.bbc.co.
uk/bitesize/topics/zf
2f9j6/articles/z8yk87
h
https://nces.ed.gov/
nceskids/createagra
ph/default.aspx?ID=
a5d4e28033484a3e9
609d63f41f74a09
https://www.mathsis
fun.com/data/datagraph.php

Excel
Year 5



use a spreadsheet and database to collect and record data.



I can talk about mistakes in data and suggest how it
could be checked.

Excel
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Year 6



choose an appropriate method to help the collection of
data.



search a database using different operators. (and or sort)



use formulas to calculate (sum = + - * /)

Examples of databases in real life
 Mobile phone address book
 School student database
 YouTube
 Library database of books
 Sky TV programme planner
 Netflix database of films
 Email contact list



plan what I need to do to complete an investigation





select the most effective tool to collect data for my
investigation
Use a range of skills to complete my investigation
independently:
- Use formulas to help me complete a task efficiently.
- check data I collect for accuracy and plausibility
- present data clearly
- interpret the data I collect

Examples of databases in real life
 Mobile phone address book
 School student database
 YouTube
 Library database of books
 Sky TV programme planner
 Netflix database of films
 Email contact list



I know how to present data in an appropriate way.

https://nces.ed.gov/
nceskids/createagra
ph/default.aspx?ID=
a5d4e28033484a3e9
609d63f41f74a09
https://www.mathsis
fun.com/data/datagraph.php
Excel
https://nces.ed.gov/
nceskids/createagra
ph/default.aspx?ID=
a5d4e28033484a3e9
609d63f41f74a09
https://www.mathsis
fun.com/data/datagraph.php

Online Safety – Education for a Connected World
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/education-for-a-connected-world
We use the Education for a Connected World document to support our teaching of Online Safety, which is divided into the following units:

Resources linked to these units can be found on the Project EVOLVE website:
https://projectevolve.co.uk/toolkit/
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AUTUMN TERM

MANAGING ONLINE INFORMATION
EYFS

YEAR 1

YEAR 2
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YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

AUTUMN TERM 2
17

COPYRIGHT AND OWNERSHIP
EYFS

YEAR 3

YEAR 1

YEAR 4

YEAR 2

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

PRIVACY AND SECURITY
EYFS

YEAR 1

YEAR 2
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YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

ONLINE BULLYING – These objectives are covered in the Relationship unit of PSHE
EYFS

YEAR 3

YEAR 1

YEAR 4

YEAR 2

YEAR 5

YEAR 6
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SPRING TERM 1 - Safer Internet Day

SPRING TERM 2
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ONLINE REPUTATION
EYFS

YEAR 3

YEAR 1

YEAR 4

YEAR 2

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

ONLINE RELATIONSHIPS
EYFS

YEAR 1

YEAR 2
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YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 6
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SUMMER TERM 1
HEALTH, WELL-BEING AND LIFESTYLE
EYFS

YEAR 3

YEAR 1

YEAR 4

YEAR 2

YEAR 5

YEAR 6
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SELF-IMAGE AND IDENTITY
EYFS

YEAR 3

YEAR 1

YEAR 4

YEAR 2

YEAR 5

YEAR 6
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SUMMER TERM 2 – revisit unit - to be planned by class teachers using knowledge of children

Computing Vocabulary 2020
Computers and
Networks

Programming/
coding

Multimedia

Handling Data

Online Safety

EYFS

mouse
computer
screen
printer
keyboard
letters
numbers

instructions
control

type
draw
pictures
writing
sounds

sort
questions

safe
rules
unkind

Year 1

website
username
password
microphone
touchscreen
internet
search

control
algorithm
predict
order

spacebar
backspace
enter
colour
size
text
image

pictogram
graph
table

internet
personal information
trust

Year 2

open
save
file
folder
app
search engine
devices

debug
error

delete
shift
clipart
shapes
font
bold
underline
colour
style
insert

database
branching database

search engine
voice-activated search
account
private
public
cyberbullying

data

autocomplete

animation
slide transition
Year 3

right-click

repeat

arrow keys
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left-click
cut
copy
paste
move
network
search

sequence

home
end
layout
portrait
landscape
highlight
align – left, centre,
right
bullet points
text box
fill
border
line colour

search

permission
communicate
emojis
acronyms
text speak
identity
avatar

Year 4

blog
email
cloud

input
output

print screen
Shortcuts
Table
Crop
border
Ctrl+C (copy)
Ctrl+V (paste)
margins
hyperlinks
order
group
format

questionnaire
inaccuracies
bar chart
present

in-app purchases
monitored
media
report

Year 5

USB stick
evaluate
software
hardware

variable
logical
selection

wrap text
view – 100%, whole
page, fit width
header
footer
symbols
transition timings
shortcuts
Ctrl+X (cut)

spreadsheet
formula
sum
add
subtract
multiply
divide

fact
opinion
true/false
valid
reliable
evidence
misinformation
dis-information
hoax
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Ctrl+A (select all)
format painter
Year 6

operating system
file extension
pdf
jpeg
mp4
ppt
doc

sensors
decompose

(Use and apply all
vocab from previous
years)

profile
online communities
(Use and apply all
vocab from previous
years)

scams
phishing
influence
manipulation
persuasion
flag/report
password managers
online reputation
age-related content
(PEGI/BBFC)
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